
A new book on Singapore’s
street names offers an intimate
look at the country’s pioneers
Kezia Toh

W
hat you know as Desker Road today
could well have been spelt
“Desquer” if the name had retained
its Portugese roots, according to
the latest edition of a book on

street names here.
This was just one of many new nuggets that its

two authors gleaned when they spoke to more than
30 descendants of Singapore pioneers, after whom
some streets were named. These roads include De
Souza Avenue in Bukit Timah, named after Mr
Manoel de Souza, a successful merchant and land-
owner, and Tan Tye Place in Clarke Quay, which
pays tribute to Hokkien businessman Tan Tye.

Geography professor Brenda Yeoh and academic
Victor Savage, both from the National University of
Singapore, will launch the third edition of Singa-
pore Street Names: A Study Of Toponymics
tomorrow. They published the first two instalments
in 2003 and 2004.

The new 408-page book contains more than
1,700 entries, of which about one-third are fresh
additions. These include new road names and
updates to the origins of existing ones.

Besides thumbing through old maps and colonial
records, the authors also made it a point to gather
stories from people. And it is these contributions
from the pioneers’ relatives that form the heart and
soul of the book, says Dr Savage, a Singaporean.

Calling it a “public project”, the 64-year-old
explains: “This is not just a history that is approved
by professional historians, but also a popular histo-
ry of streets named after personalities which is best

told by their families.”
These personal

stories are not tales
that can be found on
the Internet, he adds.

For example, Desker
Road was named after
Mr Andre Filipe Desk-
er, one of Singapore’s
first butchers who
donated much of his
wealth to Catholic
schools and churches.

His great-grandson
Barry Desker, dean of
the S. Rajaratnam
School of International
Studies, added to this
information by sharing
that the family name
may have been Angli-
cised over the years.

The book itself was
prompted by Dr Yeoh’s
personal journey.

Having moved more
than 10 times in her

life as she saw Singapore develop into a thriving
city-state, she decided to publish a book on the
origins of street names here 10 years ago.

As a child in the 1960s, she moved from Jalan
Satu in Kallang to Pesiaran Keliling in Aljunied –
street names she describes as “Malayanised” as
Singapore broke free from its colonial past and
adopted localised names as part of a nation-
building exercise.

Then there is “schizophrenic” Queenstown,
named to mark Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation in
1952. But the estate was where the tallest block of
public housing at that time was built, so residents
dubbed it chap luk lao, or 16 storeys in Hokkien, a
name which stuck.

Dr Yeoh, 49, who now lives in Bukit Timah,
says: “Being able to see my own residential journey
– along with deep personal memories I have of each
place – develop with the nation’s history helps me
appreciate the fact that I’m part of Singapore.”

The latest instalment also bears new entries that
pay tribute to those who have contributed to
schools here, such as Lien Ying Chow Drive in Nan-
yang Technological University, named after the
philanthropist whose Lien Foundation has donated
more than $27 million to NTU over the years.

But there are names that still stump the authors.
For example, they say Serangoon may have come
from a Malay phrase meaning “to attack with gongs
or drums”, a nod to those who crossed the forested
area and used the instruments to scare off wild
animals. But the authors have not found concrete
evidence to support this after three editions.

Dr Savage, who counts sustainable urban devel-
opment and cultural landscapes among his research
interests, hopes more Singaporeans can contribute
to future editions of the book. “As society matures,
there is more interest in our history, so I hope more
readers will come forward to share their personal
contributions to Singapore’s history.”

keziatoh@sph.com.sg

Singapore Street Names: A Study Of Toponymics ($40,
from major bookstores) will be launched at the Shaw
Foundation Alumni House tomorrow at 5.30pm.
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Dr Brenda Yeoh
(right) worked
on the book,
Singapore Street
Names: A Study
Of Toponymics,
with Dr Victor
Savage (far
right), seen
at Hon Sui Sen
Drive, named
after the late
former finance
minister Hon
Sui Sen.

“Being able
to see my

own
residential
journey...

develop with
the nation’s

history
helps me

appreciate
the fact that
I’m part of

Singapore.”
Dr Brenda Yeoh

A road into history
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